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Welcome to the 8th Armored Division Association Newsletter
The ‘Thundering Herd’
Winter 2021 - 2022 Edition
Dear Members & Friends,
The life blood of any organization are the dues and funding received for expenses,
etc.

It is time to send in your DUES for 2022
Individual Member - $20
Family - $35
Please send check made out to 8th Armored Division Association
Send to
8th Armored Division Association
2345 E. Dauphin St
Philadelphia, PA 19125
Use the E-Mail address: 8thArmoredDivision@gmail.com
To communicate further, we also feature a ‘Facebook’ account and ask all
interested to enroll in order to stay in contact and share comments and information:
New Association ‘Facebook’ page
http://www.facebook.com/groups/269231523148647/

We are in need of volunteers to assist with the following:
* Future Reunions - a volunteer committee to work on the details of a potential
annual reunion/Association meeting where yearly business and elections and
planning can be conducted.
* Newsletter – help and contribute articles and reports to the semi-annual
newsletter – the ‘Thundering Herd’
We need articles, photos and stories for the ‘Thundering Herd’ newsletter. Please
help us by sending in stories, photos and recollections of the veterans and your
family members who served!
Many THANKS!
Andy Waskie, president
The Commemorative Memorial Stone to Honor the Veterans and service of
the 8th Armored Division
GOOD news!
Our design of the Commemorative Stone for the 8th Armored Division to be placed
at the Army History and Education Center (AHEC) at the Army War College,
Carlisle, PA has received preliminary approval and we expect final approval by
April or May, 2022, perhaps in time for Memorial Day.
We would like to hold a dedication ceremony at AHEC for the Memorial in June
and invite all members and friends to attend and participate. Details will follow.
Below is a photo of the Commemorative Stone to honor the veterans and service in
the 8th Armored Division.

Memorial Stone to the Veterans and Service of the 8th Armored Division
to be placed in Carlisle, PA at the War College at AHEC Museum

Please consider joining the newly reorganized ‘Battle of the Bulge
Association’ or BoBA.
They are doing much to continue the promotion of units and soldiers who
participated in some way in the Battle of the Bulge. They are assisting our
Association with advertising and articles in their excellent newsletter ‘Bulge
Bugle’ and in general promoting our mutual cause.
Learn about the Battle of the Bulge! The Battle of the Bulge Association®
(BOBA) is a membership organization that perpetuates the memory of the
sacrifices involved during the Battle of the Bulge, the greatest land battle of the
U.S. Army. Established in 1981 as the Veterans of the Battle of the Bulge
(VBOB), BOBA has over 1,200 members comprised of veterans, their families and
friends, and history enthusiasts, all with a shared interest in keeping connected, and
keeping the legacy of these brave service men for future generations. Members
receive The Bulge Bugle® publication several times a year which contains stories
about the battle written by Bulge veterans, and updates on member activities such
as European tours of Battle sites, reunions and chapter activities. To join us and
learn more, visit battleofthebulge.org or call 703-528-4058. ® Battle of the Bulge
Association and The Bulge Bugle are registered trademarks.

Map of WWII ETO Operations of the 8th Armored Division – 1945

The 8th Armored Division from the
Ardennes to Victory
January 13, 2022 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Join our BOBA Historian Jim Triesler and guest
presenter VP of Chapters, Professor Andy Waskie. Dr.
Waskie will discuss the service of the 8th AD in the
European Theater of Operations from the Ardennes
campaign until V-E Day in May 1945. Dr. Waskie is also the President of the 8th
Armored Division.

Here is the link for the recording- https://vimeo.com/665770171
From our honorary member in Pilsen, Czech Republic Jaroslav Kulhanek
I am sending an article about the 8th Armored Division.
The article is from a book by another Czech honorary member - Bob Balcar.
The story tells of a meeting of members of the 2nd Ranger Battalion, in the Ardennes
area with the 49th Armored Infantry Battalion of the 8th Armored Division

“One day one of my men ran up to me and told me -"Lieutenant we
have no idea what is happening, but we can hear something
approaching." I followed him and could hear it as well. The rattling
suddenly stopped. From behind my cover behind a tree I shouted. "Who's there?" I immediately got a reply - " And who the hell are you?"
We finally struck a deal from behind our covers. Both sides would
send one of their officers to meet in the middle of the clearing. Then
we finally found out that the 49th Armored Infantry Battalion
(49th AIB) of the 8th Armored Division in full force with their armor
came to our aid. They had intel that we had been annihilated. But now
we were sure the Germans wouldn't be able to break through our
section at Monschau. For defense of the perimeter at Monschau the

88th motorized Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron received highest
unit honor called the "Presidential unit citation".
Why did Sherman tanks have relatively light armor?
Answer -They didn’t
You see, when the Shermans first entered WW2 their armor was thicker than that
of a Panzer IV and T-34s. The earlier Sherman variants had a 50.8mm plate,
angled back at about 35 degrees

For comparison the T-34 1942 had 45mm (was slightly more angled though) and
the Panzer IV had 50mm, but unangled
Later on the Sherman would get up-armored to 63.5mm, compared to the 45mm of
the T-34–85 and the 80mm of the late-war Panzer IV.
The effective thickness of the armor due to the sloping lay something at about
90mm though, which is more than the Panzer IV and almost as much as the Tiger
1.
So compared to both T-34s and Panzer IVs, it doesn’t have less armor. In fact it’s
consistently better armored than the Panzers, and while the earlier model was less
armored than the T-34, the later one approximately the same.
Doesn’t really sound as unarmored now does it?

But wait, it gets better
There was a version of the Sherman called the M4A3E2, or the Jumbo. This was a
Sherman that had been up armored with a 38mm plate, taking the thickness to
101mm, with effective thickness laying way above that.
This version of the Sherman was easily more heavily protected than the Tiger 1.

This M4 Tank ‘Cobra King’ is now on permanent display at the Museum of the
Army at Ft Belvoir, VA.
(you can see the welded on plate)
So you see, the Sherman never really did have ‘relatively light armor’
That’s just an illusion created by seeing all of the IS-2s, Tiger 2s and whatnot. But
that’s not what this tank should be compared to.
https://theworldhistoryofwar.quora.com/https-www-quora-com-Why-did-Sherman-tanks-haverelatively-light-armor-answer-Allie-Skye4?ch=15&oid=55512524&share=c0c620cc&srid=ufLLU4&target_type=post

Information about the German 88 Artillery Piece

Information about the German 88. The interest for us is the 88 version for a tank
mainly, but a little background on the original flak gun version is necessary. The
8.8cm Flak 18/36/37/41 was a German 88 mm antiaircraft and anti-tank artillery
gun, developed in the 1930s. It was widely used by Germany throughout World
War II and is one of the most recognized German weapons of that conflict.
Development of the original model led to a wide variety of guns. Flak comes from
the first letters of German Flugabwehrkanone (also referred to as
Fliegerabwehrkanone) meaning ‘aircraft-defense cannon’, the original purpose of
the weapon. In English, ‘flak’ became a generic term for ground antiaircraft fire. In
informal use, the guns were universally known as the ‘Acht-acht’ (eight-eight) by
Germans and the ‘eightyeight’ by the Allies. An ‘old type’ (with interchangeable)
barrel on a Flak 36 cross style mount. At the Imperial War Museum London. The
Flak 18 was mounted on a cross style gun carriage. A simple-to-operate ‘semiautomatic’ loading system ejected fired shells, allowing it to be reloaded by simply
inserting a new shell into a tray. The gun would then fire and recoil; during the
return stroke, the empty case would be thrown backward by levers, after which a
cam would engage and re-cock the gun. This resulted in firing rates of 15 to 20
rounds a minute, which was better than similar weapons of the era. High explosive
ammunition was used against aircraft and personnel, and armor-piercing and highexplosive antitank against tanks and other armored vehicles. Air defense units were
usually deployed with either a ‘command device’ fire control computer, or a
portable Würzburg radar, which were responsible for its high level of accuracy
against aircraft. A versatile carriage allowed the 8.8cm Flak to be fired in a limited
anti-tank mode when still on its wheels; it could be completely emplaced in only
two and a half minutes.
As early as 1939 the Luftwaffe asked for newer weapons with an even better
performance to address the problems of defending against attack by high-flying
aircraft. Rheinmetall responded with a new 88mm design with a longer cartridge
and a longer barrel. A prototype was ready in early 1941, leading to the
designation 8.8cm Flak 41. The new gun fired a 20 lb. shell at a muzzle velocity of
3,280 ft/s, giving it an effective ceiling of 37,100 ft. and a maximum of 48,200 ft.,
which General der Flakartillerie Otto Wilhelm von Renz said to be, “almost equal
to the 128mm.” It featured a lower silhouette on its turntable mounting than did the
8.8cm Flak 18 on its pedestal mounting. The barrel was at first a three-section one
with a length of 21.4 ft., and then redesigned to dual-section with a length of 20.8
ft. Improvements in reloading raised the firing rate, with 20 to 25 rounds a minute

being quoted. Its successful use as an improvised anti-tank gun led to the
development of a tank gun based upon it: the 8.8cm KwK 36, with the ‘KwK’
abbreviation standing for KampfwagenKanone (literally ‘battle vehicle cannon’, or
‘fighting vehicle cannon’), meant to be placed in a gun turret as the tank’s primary
armament. This gun served as the main armament of the Tiger I heavy tank. This
was the primary armament of the PzKpfw VI Tiger I tank. It was developed and
built by Krupp. The KwK 36 was derived from the 8.8cm Flak 36 antiaircraft gun
by adapting/modifying it to the limited space available in tank turrets. Parts of the
KwK 36 were built to practically the same design as the 7.5cm and 5.0cm guns
already used in German tanks. The breech ring was square in section and 13 inches
on a side. The breech block was of vertical falling wedge type and operated semiautomatically, meaning that after firing the empty cartridge case was automatically
ejected, while the breech cocked itself and remained open, ready to receive the
next round. The KwK 36 was very accurate and high-powered, and its high muzzle
velocity produced a very flat trajectory. This allowed its gunners a higher margin
of error in estimating range. In British firing trials during the war, a British gunner
scored five successive hits from 1,200 yards at a 16-by-18- inch target. Another
five rounds were fired at targets moving at 15 miles per hour, and, although smoke
obscured the gunners’ observation, three hits were scored after directions given by
the commander. The sighting system resulted in excellent
firing accuracy for the 8.8cm KwK 36 gun on the Tiger I. The gun's performance
was highly dependent on distance to target and type of ammunition loaded. For
kinetic penetration, the speed of the projectile upon impact is crucial, and the
cumulative effect of air resistance decreases the velocity of the shell as the distance
to the target increases. The accuracy achieved during controlled test firing to
determine the pattern of dispersion gives a greater accuracy than the variation
expected during practice firing on a range due to differences between guns,
ammunition and gunners; both at precisely known distances. Due to errors in
estimating the range and many other factors, the probability of a first shot hit under
battlefield conditions was much lower than at the firing range. Observing the tracer
from the first round in battle, the average, calm gunner might achieve much greater
firing accuracy with the second round fired at the same target. This gun used the
same size 88 x 571R mm cartridge, with the exception of being electronically
primed compared to the percussion primed cases employed by the Flak 18/36/37.
The cartridge was an armor piercing capped, ballistic cap (APCBC) projectile with
explosive filler and tracer. The projectile weighed 22.5 lbs. and had a muzzle

velocity of 2,540 ft/s. A Tiger tank captured by Allied Forces in WWII near Tunis,
North Africa. MG Bennett commanded the ordnance intelligence unit, which
arranged for its shipment to Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

The M4 Sherman Tank of WWII
The Sherman was literally one of the best tanks in the world when it first appeared
in North Africa in 1941. It had better armor and guns than any German tank at the
time. The Sherman lost a bit of it’s edge when the Germans upgunned the Panzer 4
with the 75 mm high velocity gun, and more so after the Tiger and Panther tanks
The Sherman, however, was not designed to fight other tanks, and it was still doing
an amazing job supporting infantry, which made the generals reluctant to change a
winning formula. However, the powers that be decided to upgrade the Sherman so
it would have a better chance in tank battles, and put the American 76.2 gun in
some Shermans (1 out of every 3 as I recall). The Brits went even further, putting
17 pounder Brit guns (76.2 mm) on some Shermans, renaming them the “Sherman
Firefly”. 1 in every 4 or 5 Shermans eventually had a 17 pounder gun installed, so
at the end of the war nearly half the Shermans had been upgunned and were
capable of taking on the bigger, more powerful German tanks. The Sherman
proved remarkably versatile thanks to it’s superb chassis/engine. Shermans were
modified to clean mine fields, to swim rivers, carry flamethrowers, etc. Some
Shermans were upgraded and called “Jumbos” because their armor was so thick.
Even Tiger tanks rounds would bounce off Jumbo Shermans if they weren’t close
enough.
As for the Sherman being “obsolete” at the end of WW2, quite the opposite was
actually true. The Sherman was widely exported after the war, and saw action
everywhere after the war, and successfully. Upgunned Shermans dominated T34/85s and Tigers in wars in Korea and the Middle East, just to name a couple
places. The last Shermans in front line duty in the world were not retired until 2018
in Paraguay. So, all told, the Sherman had a military lifespan of nearly 80 years.
Pretty good for a WW2 medium tank.

Why was World War II so much more bloody than World War I?
Not entirely.
The trenches in World War One were terribly bloody and in addition poison gas
caused many casualties. Neither played a big role in World War Two because the
Third Reich exclusively used the poison gas in concentration camps. And more
modern tanks made trenches less usable.
Actually, the number of casualties in WW1 is supposed to exceed the number in
WW2 but that might be due to the pandemic of the Spanish flue at the end of the
War.
It is true civilians -in Germany and Britain for example- were less hurt in WW1
because modern inventions like aircrafts and V1–4 had not yet been extensively
used or even invented. But the number of people fleeing the madhouse in East
Europe was considerable and many civilians died there.
And it is certainly true that except in the Ottoman Caliphate which committed
genocide on Armenians and Assyrian Christians no genocide has been reported.
The Polish Jews were jubilant when the Czarist troops were forced to withdraw to
be replaced by the imperial German Army in Poland. Although both Russian and
German troops on occasion infringed on the international laws regulating wars.
Exact one case is reported from the Austro-Hungarian Army. No doubt something
was amiss in the French Army as well.

But one has to take into account that political ideas like fascism and communism
only played a role in Russia after 1917 and elsewhere after the First World War
although ultranationalism was en vogue everywhere.
Again i have to emphasize monarchy or republic did not play a role in this War; it
was one form of ultranationalism against another form of ultranationalism. And
sure, there were revolutions among the losers -which in fact included Italy and
Portugal as well - but that is customary after each lost war. The Republic of
Portugal toppled a few years later and was supplanted by a fascist state. You
Americans and Australians are obsessed with this false idea!
And i am not certain the German Empire was after more real estate from France. It
just wanted France humiliated, once more.
Concentration Camp - Langenstein-Zwieberge
Liberated by elements of th e8th Armored Division, April, 1945
Gedenkstätte Langenstein-Zwieberge
<Info-Langenstein@erinnern.org>
to Gedenkstätte
Dear friends,
the attached letter informs you about our remembrance work in Langenstein.
Hoping that you are doing well, we wish you a pleasant festive season at the end of
this year and hope to see you again very soon!
The Memorial’s staff
Dr Nicolas Bertrand, Gesine Daifi, Viola Riessler and Franziska Dieck
PS: Just in time before the Christmas break: The 3D outdoor model of the
concentration camp was delivered today!
Stiftung Gedenkstätten Sachsen-Anhalt
Gedenkstätte für die Opfer des KZ Langenstein-Zwieberge
Vor den Zwiebergen 1
38895 Halberstadt OT Langenstein
Tel. 03941 / 567326
Fax 03941 / 30248
Mail info-langenstein@erinnern.org

Web www.erinnern.org
Instagram www.instagram.com/memoriallangenstein
Facebook www.facebook.com/gdlangenstein
Twitter https://twitter.com/langenstein_zb
Rundbrief - Newsletter
...
Langenstein in December 2021 Dear friends, At the end of this year, we would like
to ask you to join us in remembering the former prisoners and relatives who died in
2021: Jan Tuin, Dutch survivor Georges Petit, French survivor Jacqueline Petit,
wife of the French survivor Georges Petit Soja Gura, widow of the Ukrainian
survivor Iwan Gura H. Grootherder, son of the Dutch prisoner Hendrikus
Grootherder who died in Zwieberge Michèle Vilminot, daughter of the French
prisoner Francis Nicolas who died in Zwieberge Roger Vilminot, son-in-law of the
French prisoner Francis Nicolas who died in Zwieberge Paul Chaumont, son-inlaw of the French prisoner Jean-Baptiste Durand who died in Zwieberge Roger
Maurage, son of the Belgian prisoner René Maurage who died in Zwieberge. ©
Feuerwehr Halberstadt
2 I would very much like to report on a "normal" year 2021. Unfortunately,
however, the pandemic has mainly affected the educational activities, as the
memorial could only reopen for pupils in mid-July. This explains why only 236
pupils visited the memorial this year. To compensate for the closure of the
memorial, Gesine Daifi has developed a digital offer to provide virtual support for
school classes. However, technical difficulties in the schools have unfortunately
meant that this new offer has not reached the hoped-for audience. Otherwise, we
have continued with our projects despite some limitations. Viola Riessler joined us
to strengthen our team until the end of the parental leave of our clerk Franziska
Dieck (see her message below). Viola Riessler has very quickly become an
indispensable player in our memorial work. For several years we have been
renovating the memorial building (creating the technical conditions, expanding the
number of office rooms, refurbishing the garages, renewing the alarm systems,
etc.). This summer, with the repair of the roof and the façade visible from the
street, we were able to conclude this long series of urgent building measures, much
to our relief. The remains of the camp make up our memorial site, so their
conservation is our top priority. The conservator commissioned to draw up an
overall concept for this conservation handed over the concept in July. Based on his
proposals, we immediately applied for the necessary funds to realize conservation

measures for the kitchen, the main infirmary and a sanitary barrack. We hope that
the work will begin in 2022.
3 To make it easier for visitors to read the remains of the camp, a bronze model of
the camp will be erected at the site of the roll call square in a few days. This model
shows what the camp looked like on 10 April 1945. At that time, 3,000 prisoners
were already on the death march, about 1,400 mainly sick prisoners remained in
the camp and the later southern mass grave was still an almost completed firefighting pit. Working out the plan for the model gave us the opportunity to clarify
the number and exact locations of the watchtowers, the type and size of the
barracks, the exact number of graves and much more. In addition, the seminar of
the second generation group took place at the memorial in November. We were
very pleased to welcome more members than in previous years. The group is
planning a temporary action for April, about which we will not say more at this
point. Our project to showcase the traces of the camp is progressing very quickly.
Thanks to the support of the Halberstadt volunteer fire brigade, the mass graves
can be seen more and more clearly from the former camp, and inside the former
camp, our landscaper Mike Lehmann/Schledewitz, with the support of part-time
workers, has restored numerous historical sight lines that had been obscured by
vegetation for decades. For example, the exact spot where the Americans rescued
the camp's sick on 18 April 1945 is once again visible and accessible. With the
help of augmented reality, we will be able to show these places to visitors without
transforming the site. © Monika Rozmysłowicz © Monika Rozmysłowicz
4 To celebrate 1700 years of Jewish life in Germany, the memorial organised a
series of events on the diversity of Jewish identity: a lecture on the 1,100 Jewish
prisoners of the Langenstein-Zwieberge camp, cooking classes on how to prepare a
Shabbat meal and a concert with the Berlin group "Jewdyssee". During the
research work for the lecture, I became aware that the Langenstein-Zwieberge
camp was the last stage of a long tragedy for these prisoners who were persecuted
as Jewish. The biographies of these Zwieberge prisoners bear witness to the
implementation of the policy of persecution and extermination of the Jews in
Europe. The "Days of Encounter 2022" will take place from 7 to 11 April. They
are organized by the memorial in cooperation with the Support Association. A
participation fee (in the amount of approx. 300 Euros) is to be paid by each
participant to the memorial. In order to be able to organise our reunion in the best
possible way, we ask you to register with our clerk Viola Riessler by email at:
info-langenstein@erinnern.org by 10 January 2022. The memorial team and I wish
you happy holidays and all the best for the New Year. Director of the memorial

PS: A few lines from our colleague Franziska Dieck: Dear readers of the 2021
Newsletter, I am very pleased to have the opportunity to address a few words to
you in this way. After a turbulent pregnancy, our son Emil saw the light of day on
25 August 2021 with a birth weight of 2,910 g and a length of 50 cm. This moment
has totally changed our whole world, even if it is sometimes difficult and
exhausting, we are overjoyed to have our little Emil with us and to accompany him
on his way.
Many thanks to Dr. Nicolas Bertrand who supported me from the moment he was
informed about my pregnancy. I am very much looking forward to working
alongside him again next year to further animate the memorial and to develop new
projects. Franziska Dieck, clerk of the memorial on parental leave
Regarding ASTP = Army Specialized Training Program
Conceived in December 1942 as added support for traditional ROTC programs
The cadets were uniformed and trained as soldiers. They were not promised officer
commissions, only stating that it was possible.
Starting in March - April 1944
In order to fill gaping holes in combat units especially Infantry, the ASTP cadets
were released from their colleges and transferred to combat units as Enlisted Men.
1500 were sent to each combat division
Legacy of the ASTP
* Served as a subsidy to states universities and colleges who had lost a great
number of potential students to the draft
* Colleges softened resistance to lower draft ages
* Exposed a large number of men who otherwise would never have considered
college studies to academic programs.
* After the war, 4 out of 5 former Cadets retired to college studies
* But many regular army officers complained about the program and maintained
that this was of no use.

ATTENTION 3RD AND 4TH GENERATION!!
Write About a veteran of the ‘Thundering Herd’
Prompt: Write an essay about your 8th Armored Division veteran. Share their
stories of when they were young, when they were in the war, and what their service
means to you.

Requirements & Recommendations:
• Maximum 1 page (2 pages if you have pictures)
• Typewritten essays are preferred.
• If you type your essay, use size 12 font, Times New Roman or Arial font. (If you
handwrite your essay, make sure your handwriting is easy to read.)
• To find information, use the Museum website as a starting point and, if possible,
interview your veteran or other family member.
• Only 3rd and 4th generations may participate.
• Include your first and last name, the date, and your veteran’s first and last name,
their relationship to you, and their unit and company.
• If possible, include pictures. More Information:
• An editorial committee will read over the essays, and with your permission, will
be printed in the Thundering Herd Newsletter.
• With the author’s permission, all essays will be put on the table with the bios,
photos, etc. in the Hospitality Room at Reunions and on the Museum website.
• Once you finish your essay, feel free to write another one on a veteran that isn’t
related to you. Example of Page Setup: (First and Last Name) (Date) (Veteran’s
Relation to you), (Veteran’s Name), (Veteran’s Unit and Company)
Submit all essays to: Andy Waskie
2345 E. Dauphin St.
Philadelphia, PA 19125
8thArmoredDivision@gmail.com

Next Edition – Spring – Summer 2022

